Catersource is the premier show for the catering and event industries. Join us in
New Orleans to celebrate Catersource’s 25th year of providing valuable resources
and successfully connecting buyers and sellers. The award-winning Tradeshow
floor is filled with 400+ trendsetting exhibitors and sponsors, culinary and design
competitions, world-class education, and delicious tastings. The Tradeshow offers
face-to-face interaction, networking, and relationship-building with over 6,500

JOIN US IN
NEW ORLEANS
FOR OUR 25th
ANNIVERSARY
CELEBRATION!

Photo courtesy of Uncommon Events

Special Discount Offer Inside!

Bringing
Catering &
Events to Life
The 2017 Catersource (CS2017)
conference and tradeshow is headed
to New Orleans for four days of
exhilarating education, activities,
events, and more! Held
March 12-15, 2017 at the Ernest N.
Morial Convention Center, we’re
inviting you to celebrate our 25th
anniversary in a city that incorporates
creativity in every dish.

Register to
attend by
December 6
to lock in the
lowest rates
available.

STAY
Follow
usCONNECTED
for important updates
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Learn more and register today at catersource.com or call 800.932.3632

Exemplary Education
No matter what stage of business you’re in, there is something for everyone
at Catersource 2017. From culinary techniques to event design to business
principles for all levels, you’ll discover ideas that will keep you turning a
profit for years to come.
Excited? Intrigued? Take a look at some of the sessions we have in store
for you at CS2017. Visit catersource.com in the coming weeks for an up-todate listing of conference sessions, together with those included in the Art of
Catering Food program.

IF YOU CAN DO SOMETHING BETTER...
THEN DO IT BETTER!!!

Amanda Allen, Creative Director/Owner,
MMD Events

Are you ready for 60 minutes of breaking down
barriers and analyzing why you might hold onto
bad business practices and inefficiencies? All
event disciplines can benefit from Amanda’s tough
love as she challenges the status quo and turns
it on its head. New businesses will learn how to
think differently before big mistakes are made.
Established businesses will be challenged to
analyze business practices.
Topics range from sales and marketing to
design presentation to logistics to execution.
Attendees will be encouraged to participate
and all questions will be answered with candor.

Put all experience aside and open your mind to
best practices and new ways to enhance what you
already offer on campus. Catering is more than
just menus and beautiful displays. On a higher
education campus, you have the opportunity
to influence culinary talent in the residential
dining halls, build partnerships to establish
high functioning student work study programs/
internships, build a platform to leverage catering
as a one-stop resource on campus, and of course
be the face of hospitality! We will also discuss how
these topics affect your clients, the community,
and your bottom line. Join us as we think inside the
box of catering!

THE PRICE IS RIGHT: TURNING A
PROFIT IN THE EVENTS INDUSTRY

Kristin Banta, CEO and Creative Director,

MORE THAN MENUS: CATERING’S ROLE Kristin Banta Events
IN HIGHER EDUCATION
In an oversaturated events market an important

Brittany Bonta, Catering Director; Rudy Bazan Garza
II , Executive Catering Chef; Ricky Nguyen, Catering
Manager; and Kyle McElroy, Food Service Director,
ARAMARK Higher Education

tenet to getting started as well as sustaining
existing success is determining how to charge
properly in order to generate a profitable revenue
stream. While it is important to morph with the
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Education
times, it is just as imperative to keep abreast of
changing market trends. Both a presentation and
open forum between presenter, Kristin Banta,
and the audience, you will learn how to develop,
launch, and grow an event planning business in
today’s economy.

FEATURED SPEAKER

TRANSITIONING FROM RUSTIC TO OLD
WORLD LUXURY & BEYOND

Shere Bochenek, Creative Director, Aprés Party
and Tent Rental

While the Rustic trend is saturating our industry,
you might be wondering how to transition to a new
design look, while keeping your clients appeased.
Consider Old World Luxury, which uses some of
the basic elements of Rustic, but will level-up
your event. Shere will present a fast-paced hour
filled with inspiring imagery, including rocksolid information to take home. Learn about the
elements of Old World Luxury, and how to create it
for an event, including furniture, seating, hanging
décor, linen, tabletop, floral, and accessories;
What parts of Rustic to keep and what to retire;
How to curate a collection; and Traversing the path
from Old World Luxury to Modern.

FOMO - THE MOST POWERFUL TOOL
FOR EVENT DESIGN

Mitch Joel
President, Mirum
Mitch brings digital marketing and media insights from
his always-on and always-connected world. He shares
insights on the future of technology and business,
including how to use big data to create brand loyalists,
how to drive growth in a mobile world, the five
technology trends changing the face of business, and
how organizations can connect to an always-connected
consumer.

Nick Borelli, President, Borelli Strategies

Millennials are the first generation who have
eschewed defining their lives on materialism but
instead, on experiences. As such, FOMO (Fear
of Missing Out) is a crucial piece of your success
puzzle. Experiential events are on the rise to
meet this increased craving, but how do you stand
out? In Nick’s fast-paced seminar, you will learn
ways to design an event with entertainment,
technologies, props, and interactive elements that
will turn it into a must attend experience. Are you
feeling that FOMO creeping up on you now? Don’t
miss this seminar!

WELCOME TO THE NEW ERA OF
FOODSERVICE: CAPITALIZING ON
CURRENT & EMERGING FOOD CULTURE
TRENDS

Justin Davis, Senior Manager Insights & Strategy,
Tyson Food Service

We are in the midst of a genuine cultural
revolution in food. Growing, distributing, eating,
preparing and sharing food is at the core of
it. Fueling this trend are consumers who are
continuously sharing their food experiences;
restaurants that are evolving to more
sophisticated fare; food app technology; chefs
who have become recognized icons; and the influx
of media as it focuses on food production, origin,
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and cuisine. Whew! Consumers are seeking
new ways to prepare, share, and even eat their
food. This drives the development of trends
such as experiential eating, food tech, eating
de-ritualization, snacking and all-day parts, and
global cuisine influences. Join Justin and discover
emerging food culture trends, understand how
operators can capitalize on these trends to meet
consumer needs, and learn what the next big thing
impacting our industry will be.

INFLUENCER MARKETING PLAYBOOK
FOR YOUR EVENT BUSINESS

Lindsay Fultz, Director of Brand Strategy and
Integrated Marketing, theAmplify

One thing every event manager and brand
marketer thinks about is how to get an event,
product, or service in front of as many interested
and relevant prospective attendees and potential
customers as possible. In this session, you will
learn what influencer marketing is, why it is
important, how to find the right influencers, and
how to recruit them as brand ambassadors, as
well as creative influencer concepts to execute
and measure success.”

Learn more and register today at catersource.com or call 800.932.3632

WHEN YOUR TEAM KNOWS THE SCORE
THEY PLAY DIFFERENTLY

Reed Haggerty, Director of Operations, Tuxedos
and Tennis Shoes Catering, a Dsquared Company

Learn effective ways to set goals and track your
company-wide success! Reed will showcase
comprehensive sales, operations, and a culinary
”scoreboard.” Sharing each department’s
financial goals and other key stats keeps all team
members engaged and motivated. Help your
team understand how their piece of the puzzle
contributes to the big picture. Learn tools and
best practices from this Seattle company that
has directly contributed to doubling its revenue in
the last three years and a company that has been
described on several occasions as the ”perfect
mix of business and fun!”

2000 GUESTS, ONE BAG OF TRASH:
PRODUCING A ZERO WASTE EVENT
Amy Hamilton, Catering Sales Manager, Tufts
University

Sustainability. Green events. Zero waste. Waste
reduction. Environmental responsibility. Recycling.
Composting. There are many ways to talk about
sustainable, low-waste events and a multitude of
factors to consider when catering these events.
This session will discuss sustainability best
practices based on the operations of Tufts Catering
focusing on a case study of the annual Tufts
President’s Picnic. At this year-end celebration for
the university community, Tufts Catering serves
2,000 hot meals outdoors while ensuring minimal
waste and maximum sustainability. The goal: one
bag of trash!

Pairing spirits and food continues to be a hot trend
on the party scene. Jack and Sheri will share a few
tried and true pairings featuring mini cocktails and
passed appetizers as well as a few concepts for
larger small plate station pairings.

A LONG ENGAGEMENT: HOW TO USE
KEY TOOLS FOR ROE

Aaron Kaufman, President, Fifth Element Group

Too many times new and even veteran
professionals lose track of long-term goals and
become short term thinkers! This session will
provide the answers to the ”6 Ws” of engagement
and fill you in on key tools to find a major return
in your engagement time. What is engagement?
Who engages in the industry? Where should you
engage? Why should you be engaged? When is the
right time to engage? How do I become (and stay)
engaged? This session will be a great lesson, or
reminder, on why we all must be involved in our
industry!

VETTING COST CONTROL SYSTEMS
FOR YOUR CATERING OPERATION

Mark Kelnhofer, President & CEO, Return On
Ingredients LLC

What do you look for when evaluating cost control
systems? Not sure? Mark will help you understand

FEATURED SPEAKER

GROWING YOUR COMPANY WITH
A PLAN

Gregory Hicks, Owner/Senior Event Specialist,
Impressions Catering

Are you a one-person show who needs help? Are
you busy and broke? Don’t know what step to take
first? Need to hire staff, but think it’s impossible
to teach the m to do what you do? As an owner, it
can be challenging and even a personal struggle
to know when and how to make the move from
where you are to where you want to be. Greg will
lead you down the best path toward identifying the
“Hamster Wheel” that you are on (and how to get
off of it); when and where you need to hire staff
and how to train them; and finally how fast is too
fast? Are you truly ready to make that move?

BURGERS & BOURBON. PAIRING
SPIRITS WITH SMALL BITES

David Rich
Author/Speaker, Contagious Talk
Best selling author, David Rich has been called
"The most personable speaker in America." He'll
show you why in his dynamic session on learning to
connect with everyone, every time, leading you on
a path to closing sales.

Jack Jacobs, Owner and Sheri Jacobs, Owner Chez
Gourmet Catering
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Education
how cost control systems may enhance your
ability to grow your business in today’s economy.
Understanding and vetting the relationships of
cost control systems with other restaurant and
foodservice technology is critical in your decision
making process.

MASSIVE DESIGNS THAT TRAVEL SMALL

Cynthia Lopell, President, CL22 Productions

As an Event Company on the go, the last thing
you want to do is spend a significant portion of
your budget on trucking, rigging, and permitting.
What’s the answer? Cynthia has developed
effective solutions for designing and building
large-scale elements, which make an impressive
statement on impact and application, but are
lightweight, cost effective, and collapse for travel.
From ceiling treatments such as chandeliers,
reflective panels, and pendants, to wall
treatments using various materials, and tabletop
décor from the buffet to the dining surface, join
Cynthia for an impressive grand reveal!

FOOD TRUCK CATERING 101

Mark Lopez, CFO (Chef/Farmer/Owner), Crave
Catering and Steve DeAngelo, President,
DeAngelos Catering and Events

FEATURED SPEAKER

So you have a new food truck and your customers
want you to cater their event. That’s great! Have
you done it before? No? Learning the hard way can
be expensive, but that’s why industry vets Mark
and Steve are here to save your day by addressing
the key elements for a successful and profitable
model. You will also learn how to capture pricing
techniques, menu planning, and efficiency in
set up and service design geared toward higher
volume settings, without sacrificing quality. You
will also learn how to manage client expectations
regarding FOH services, beverage, and alcohol
needs as well as rental packages to enhance the
event and how to work with other caterers and
venues in your market to add value to their events!

THE LEADERSHIP TRIANGLE.
DEVELOPING YOUR LEADERSHIP IQ

Bill Pannhoff, Consultant/Owner, Catersource
Consulting Unit and B & B Catering & Events

Join this first class of a 3 part series that will
focus on the topic of leadership. This first class
shines the spotlight on you. Leadership starts with
the person you see in the mirror and until you can
manage, control, and plan your world, you will
never be able to lead others. In this class, learn
insights to evaluate your leadership IQ and how to
grow into a more productive leader everyday.

HANDS-ON: TRAY PASSING HORS
D’OEUVRES & BEVERAGES FOR SMALL
TO LARGE EVENTS

Roy Porter, Activities Director, Be Engaged

This session covers direction on organizing
and executing the tray passing of food and
beverages for small to large events. Starting
with “”the pass,”” Roy will cover the 11 points
every server needs to know, including proper tray
passing technique and etiquette. Students will
pass trays of food and beverages and role-play
guest interactions. This session is formatted for
attendee to learn, refresh, and take home skills
for their staff.

Jackie Huba

Author/Professional Trainer & Coach
Jackie is a renowned TEDx speaker, contributor on
Forbes.com, and author of three books on customer
loyalty. She has helped companies such as Whirlpool
and Dell create more loyalty in the customer base and
works across the country to help organizations build
more customer loyalty.
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DAVID MERRELL'S 2017 CREATIVE
ENGAGEMENT ENVIRONMENTS

David Merrell, Creative Director, AOO Events

In this session designed for catering
professionals, David will offer ways to
successfully create environments to enhance
audience engagement and interaction. Touching
on new trends in design and technology for social
and corporate events, David will explore and reimagine the way the caterer approaches general
sessions, breakout sessions, and networking
events. As Creative Director for AOO Events,
David will breakdown event theming, pulling the
thread of conference purpose throughout all

Learn more and register today at catersource.com or call 800.932.3632

FEATURED SPEAKER

exclusive catering contract with a venue, this class
is for you. Aaron will explore the positives and the
negatives, discuss the variables, challenges, and
pitfalls for exclusive agreements, and help you
learn how to evaluate the benefits that would be
relative to your current book of business.

FOOD TRUCK EVENTS WITHOUT THE
TRUCK!

Mark Lopez, CFO (Chef/Farmer/Owner), Crave
Catering and Steve DeAngelo, President,
DeAngelos Catering and Events

John Folse

Chef/Owner
Chef John Folse & Company
New Orleans resident, Chef John Folse developed
Chef John Folse & Company using his passion for
the native specialties of Louisiana and will introduce
you to a local perspective of Cajun cooking using
Louisiana’s pantry.

facets of event design. His session will close with
opportunities to develop engaging conference
themes that drivemeeting content and audience
satisfaction.

HANDS-ON: SETTING THE DINING
AREA QUICKLY WITH EASE!

Roy Porter, Activities Director, Be Engaged

Judgment is cast on the caterer as guests enter the
dining area and view the tablescapes. A perfectly
set table helps set the tone for the rest of the event.
Equally of value is the planning, preparation, and
time spent executing the client’s vision, balanced
with the realities of setting up events and controlling
costs. Whether setting a fine dining gathering of 50
or over 1,500 covers, there are scalable processes,
tips, and methods to achieve the client’s goal while
also meeting labor goals and staying on schedule.
The first 50 attendees will be actively setting tables;
essentially ”learning by doing” while others may
watch and learn from the sidelines.

GOOD, GREAT, OR NOT FOR ME.
EXCLUSIVE CATERING VENUE
CONTRACTS

Aaron Messina, VP of Sales and Marketing, Russell
Morin Catering & Events
If you are currently or would like to secure an

Food truck events are in demand! No truck? Don’t
turn this business away. Learn how to capitalize
on this popular trend. This session will show you
how to create a profitable business model that can
be used time and time again without even owning
your own truck. Learn from industry veterans
Mark and Steve where in their Portland, OR
market there are over 750 trucks competing for
their clients’ dining dollars.

ROB & TWEAK: PUTTING YOUR OWN
SPIN ON GREAT IDEAS

Joe Mineo, Owner, Joe Mineo Creative

Be shameless about stealing Joe’s great ideas...
because he has plenty! The goal of this session
is to leave you with ideas that you can steal,
tweak, and put your own spin on. Joe will share
examples of every aspect of design, including
food presentation, and putting to use in different
themes, styles, and displays. Learn how to
re-purpose products from event to event. Joe
aims to send you home inspired to refresh your
approach and renew your success in event design
profitability.”

HOW TO FIX THE MACRO PROBLEMS
WITH THE EVENT INDUSTRY

Nick Borelli, President, Borelli Strategies and
Aaron Kaufman, President, Fifth Element Group

The global live events industry is at a crossroad.
The fight to evolve beyond party planners and
into a legitimate industry is over. As our industry
matures, we have endemic problems we need
to work on in order to reach the next level. We
will lay out the greatest challenges and propose
strategies that we all need to adopt to overcome
them. Charging for intellectual work, defining
industry roles, fighting the millennial “”brain
drain””, emphasizing live experiences over
digital, and getting over our fear of data will all be
discussed as a dialog with session participants.

THE ABCS OF THE CATERING
SERVICES AGREEMENT TS & CS

Roy Porter, Activities Director, Engage Works

Never the most exciting part of doing your job,

March 12-15 • Ernest N. Morial Convention Center • New Orleans
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Education
but certainly one of the most crucial. Great CSAs
(Catering Service Agreements aka contracts)
make for good clients. This session is a caterers/
laypersons approach to understanding some of
the basic elements of contracts. Attendees will
leave with a plan of action to review and update
their own Ts & Cs with the most comprehensive
Catering Service Agreement template as a guide.

10.5 CONCEPTS THAT COULD CHANGE
YOUR LIFE
Renee Miner, Chief Event Designer, Empyrean
Events and Catering

In this session you will learn 10.5 concepts
that could change your life as a caterer, sales
professional, business leader, and all around
awesome person. Why 10.5? Well, you’ll have to
attend to find out! From what services you should be
offering your clients, to how to structure your inbox,
this session will deliver thought provoking concepts
that will help you grow your business and yourself.

HANDS-ON: BASIC ELEMENTS OF
FOOD & BEVERAGE SERVICE

Roy Porter, Activities Director, Engage Works

This session covers basic serving and clearing
styles of food and beverages for off-premises
catering. Attendees will practice the serving and
clearing of multiple plate courses of food and
beverages. Instructors will coach attendees on
finer points and how to bring the information back
to their own staffs to instruct or refresh.

MANAGE YOUR SALES TEAM TO PEAK
PERFORMANCE

Jennifer Perna, Vice President of Sales, Blue Plate
Whether you have a Sales Team of two or twenty,
this class will share proven strategies for
managing and inspiring your team to the highest
level. Learn how to get the team to work together,
manage team conflict, encourage
peer to peer relationships, and celebrate the
successes of each team member...all under the
”good of the company” umbrella.

MOLECULAR WHAT?...THE BEGINNERS
GUIDE TO INCORPORATING COMMON
MOLECULAR COOKING TECHNIQUES

Renee Miner, Chief Event Designer, Empyrean
Events and Catering

Molecular cooking has taken the culinary scene
by storm and dazzles guests when employed in
action stations. Don’t be blinded by science! In
this session you will learn the simple molecular
techniques, necessary equipment and ingredients,
and how to incorporate molecular concepts into
your current recipes.
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THE LEADERSHIP TRIANGLE.
DEVELOPING LEADERS IN YOUR
COMPANY

Bill Pannhoff, Consultant/Owner, Catersource
Consulting Unit and B & B Catering & Events

Leading people takes priority, planning, and
patterns. In the second class of this series, Bill
will discuss systems and fundamental steps you
can implement to become better organized and to
motivate your fellow workers to step up to the plate
and take a leadership position. Putting these best
practices in play ASAP will result in an immediate
impact on your ability to grow new and more
effective leaders in your company.

EVENT ENERGY REDEFINED:
LEVERAGING YOUR LOCAL
ENTERTAINMENT FOR THE ULTIMATE
GUEST EXPERIENCE

Ryan Pflumm, Owner, SPIN

Most people understand entertainment from an
experiential level. This high-powered session will
show you basic concepts that you can apply everyday
that can inject a much needed boost of energy to your
ho-hum events. Understanding the fundamental
principles of entertainment will not only help you
choose the right entertainment for your client’s goals
but will also ensure that you set your entertainment
up for success. By the end of this session you will be
able to more intelligently convey to your clients what
entertainment means, pick the best entertainment
for an event, and recognize the partners in your
market that understand that there is more to
entertainment than meets the eye.

A FORMULA FOR EFFECTIVE, EFFICIENT
& EXCITING SALES MEETINGS

Meryl Snow, Consultant, Catersource Consulting Unit
Does your sales staff look forward to engaging
in your weekly meetings or do these meetings
just bring a sense of dread over most? What’s
wrong and how can you change this meeting into
a productive event that leaves your sales staff
motivated to hit the pavement and sell, sell, sell.
In this session, Meryl will share key elements of
a creating a sales meeting meant to inspire your
team to new heights.

MARKETING SHOWDOWN: ADWORDS
VS. CONTENT MARKETING

Jamie Pritscher, CCO and Erin Walter,
CEO, nuphoriq

Should you invest in AdWords OR on content
marketing? A good AdWords strategy can certainly
promote and enhance your website content, but
if we’re talking chicken or the egg, good content
must come first. In fact, great content is the most

Learn more and register today at catersource.com or call 800.932.3632

New this year, AOCF is joining
Catersource! The Art of Catering Food
package is comprised of sessions
specifically tailored to enhance your
culinary operations.
Join chefs and culinary professionals in
this limited capacity trajectory and follow
a designated schedule where you’ll
dive deep into new ingredients, unique
concepts, and practices that will keep
your kitchen organized and ahead of the
trends.
In addition to the great education
sessions you’ll attend you will also
taste samples of items prepared during
live demonstrations and have access to
hundreds of recipes that can be
incorporated into your menus!
With this package, you’ll gain access
to networking spaces throughout the
convention center and gain
admission to the award-winning
tradeshow floor featuring hundreds
of innovative exhibitors with thousands of
products and services just right for your
operation.
You don’t want to miss this exciting
opportunity!
With the Art of Catering Food Package, you
will follow a designated education schedule
that does not include access to general
Catersource education, but is focused on
your culinary operations.

March 12-15 • Ernest N. Morial Convention Center • New Orleans
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Education
important component to most online promotion
strategies which means AdWords has very little
value on its own (after all, when people click, if
they don’t find what they need right away, they’re
bouncing). We will share the keys to content
marketing, so your return continuously happens,
days, weeks, months and in many cases years
after paying for it.

FEATURED SPEAKER

MICHAEL CERBELLI’S: THE HOT LIST™

Michael Cerbelli, Cerbelli Creative,
New York City, NY

This incredible presentation has become a ‘can’t
miss’ event in and of itself. In The Hot List, Michael
takes the hottest, newest, and most inspiring
event and entertainment insights and showcases
them in a breathtaking 90 minute, head spinning
romp. In a word, it is the definition of inspiration.
A word of advice: don’t blink, or you will miss
something!

CELEBRATE! NOT JUST TOLERATE:
ATTRACTING THE LBGTQ MARKET

Cicely Rocha-Miller, Owner/Founder, MRSter
and Michael Stavros, Director of Business
Development, M Culinary Concepts

If you think putting a rainbow flag on the
bottom of your website will attract the new
demographic of the LGBT community, think
again. Join Cicely Rocha- Miller, founder of
MRSter.com, an online resource for planning
modern unions, and Michael Stavros of awardwinning M Culinary Concepts for a fun (and
funny), informative, educational session. With
on-screen presentations, recorded client
interviews and Q&A, you will learn manageable
steps to take immediately that will increase sales
and calm your nerves about what is acceptable
and what is not. Be part of the change from
thought to language to action in our industry and
communities.

WHO ARE YOU, ANY WAY? HOW TO
DECIDE WHO YOU ARE IN A CROWDED
WEDDING INDUSTRY

Sasha Souza, Event Designer, Sasha Souza Events

Whether you are a wedding planner, event
designer, caterer, or floral designer it’s easy
to get bogged down by competition and trends.
Further, you don’t have to be new to the wedding
industry to find yourself in a conundrum
regarding who you are and where you are going.
Sasha will help you figure out who you are, where
you are going, and how to define yourself in a
crowded industry so you’re a trend setter and not
a trend follower.
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Doug Lipp

Former Head of Disney University Training Team
Disney Corporate Headquarters
Doug Lipp is a distinguished consultant, keynote
speaker, eight-time business author and world
authority on building esteemed organizational
cultures. He helps companies see how values and
culture form the essence of their business, and
provides clear insights on how they can build an even
stronger brand.

ONE IN A MILLION! HOW TO HIRE A
POTENTIALLY GREAT SALESPERSON

Meryl Snow, Consultant, Catersource
Consulting Unit

Do you have a good system for vetting potential
candidates to fill an open sales position? Do you
ask the right questions, interpret their potential,
and know they will fit into your company culture
before you offer them a job? In this session, learn
key factors you can use to evaluate a potential
candidate and increase your chances of making
the perfect hire the first time.

DESTINATION: WEDDING! CREATING
AN UNFORGETTABLE EXPERIENCE

Chezelle Rodriguez, Destination Wedding
Specialist, Chezelle Dezines (CD Weddings)

This session will help planners who are thinking
of adding destination wedding services to their
packages in order to increase revenue. Chezelle
will provide tips for keeping their clients and
wedding guests busy during their stay as well
as trends for planning a destination wedding no
matter the location chosen. Learn how using

Learn more and register today at catersource.com or call 800.932.3632

the five senses is the key to showcasing the
destination and get cogent examples.

LE CHATEAU TRANSFORMING A
HISTORIC PROPERTY INTO A MODERN
EVENT SPACE

Joanna Sherriff, General Manager, The Waterview

If the view looks like a million dollars, it’s
because Le Chateau operated as a Zagatrated French restaurant for over 30 years, Le
Chateau had cultivated a strong, loyal following
in its market. However, in recent years, its
golden reputation became tarnished as service
levels dipped and the building aged. After a
bankruptcy in 2015, Elegant Banquet stepped
forward to purchase the tired property. Joanna’s
presentation will give a unique insight into the
timeline of purchasing, redesigning, building, and
opening a venue that is both a historic property
with a loyal following, and a new event space in a
highly competitive market.

ONE IN A MILLION! HOW TO TRAIN,
COACH & MENTOR A POTENTIALLY
GREAT SALESPERSON

Meryl Snow, Consultant, Catersource Consulting
Unit

You have made the perfect hire and now the real
work begins. What is the best process for onboarding a new salesperson to get them on the
right road to sales success? Join Meryl for some
key insights and practices that will assure your
new employee is on the road to becoming a million
dollar sales star.

When used as design, event lighting can amp
up the wattage of an event, taking it from bright
to brilliant no matter what the budget. In this
inspiring session, designers from one of the
country’s top lighting firms will illuminate you
on the most effective ways to...illuminate! As
they walk you through three case studies, you
will learn how to use lighting as texture, about
new equipment and innovations, and how better
to communicate with your creative partners to
create a dazzling event using lighting as design.

THE LEADERSHIP TRIANGLE.
DEVELOPING LEADERSHIP SKILLS
FOR EVERY SITUATION

Bill Pannhoff, Consultant/Owner, Catersource
Consulting Unit and B & B Catering & Events

Situational Leadership is needed everyday in
this crazy catering business. For the past 16
years, caterers have called Bill to ask, ”What do
I do in this situation?” In this final segment, Bill
will answer and discuss a few of the most trying
questions that pertain to all catering companies
and share solutions he has learned over the years.
*Sessions and dates subject to change.

FEATURED SPEAKER

CULTIVATING A CRITICAL EYE:
SHOWCASING YOUR ART, CRAFT &
DESIGN

Sasha Souza, Event Designer, Sasha Souza Events

Details are defined as small, elaborated
elements of a work. But when we look stringently
at our work, are we really showing our clients the
best details or are we overlooking imperfection?
This visual journey cleverly demonstrates how
to improve your design skills by looking at your
work through the eyes of a potential client, how to
photo edit for editorial submission, and improve
your social media. You will see key photos of
details missed and decor that could be improved
upon while gaining insight into Sasha’s eye for
detailed design.

BRIGHT & BRILLIANT WAYS TO DESIGN
WITH LIGHTING

Michael Cerbelli

CEO/President, Cerbelli Creative
Master of ceremonies, Michael Cerbelli designs
events like no other planner in the business. From
a multi-million dollar bar mitzvah to international
events, Cerbelli Creative's events are legendary.
Learn how to take your designs to the next level in
his trend-spotting session.

Ray Thompson, Curt Stahl, and Lonnie Thompson,
Lighting Designers, Images by Lighting
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Continued Inspiration
at the Tradeshow
TRADESHOW SCHEDULE
Packed with more than 400 exhibitor booths, you’ll
explore trending foods, inventive techniques,
interactive demos, creative products, and new
services that will inspire you to truly differentiate
your business.

Tuesday, March 14
11:00am – 5:00pm
Wednesday, March 15
9:30am – 3:00pm

Education Stages
FOUNDER’S STAGE

Honoring Catersource founder Michael Roman.
New to the tradeshow floor, the Founder’s Stage
will feature an exciting lineup of notable chefs
and designers. From butchery to BBQ, and lots
in beteween, these action-packed sessions will
be fun, lively, and educational.

THE TASTING BAR

Your taste buds will be tingling with anticipation
when you “belly up” to the tasting bar. Taste
ancient grains, olives, craft beers, and join us
for a closing Cocktail Competition on Wednesday
afternoon! Each session is limited to 50 “tasters”,
so get to this stage early.

IGNITE STAGE

Deepen your understanding of business operations
and processes with workshops, power panels, and
thought-provoking sessions geared to introduce
you to how others in the industry are overcoming
obstacles in their markets effectively and turn a
larger profit or possibly grow your business.

HANDS-ON DEMO ARENA

Get hands on in the interactive demo arena and
get familiar with new service styles, plate-up
ideas, design techniques, and more. These
interactive sessions are limited, so get there early
to participate, or you can grab a seat and watch the
demonstrations from a bird’s eye view!

New this year!
All conference and tradeshow activities will be held in the Ernest
N. Morial Convention Center. Transportation will be provided from
some hotels, but most are within walking distance. Visit
catersource.com for details on hotel blocks and provided shuttles.
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Learn more and register today at catersource.com or call 800.932.3632

Featuring over 400 hand-picked exhibitors offering products and
services relevant to you. From software to ingredients to décor,
you'll discover countless new ways to enhance your catering and
event offerings, giving you a leg up on your competition.
Take advantage of show specials and do your buying
for the year at CS2017!

Contests
Rapid Recipe Challenge
Inspired by Top Chef’s Quickfire Challenge, watch as these talented
chefs complete in a heated rivalry Tuesday on the Tradeshow floor.
Contestants will be given a covert list of food items and will have just
minutes to prepare and present their catering creation.
Diced Culinary Competition
Armed with a mystery basket of ingredients, six creative and highly
skilled chef teams will face off in a culinary competition not to be
missed! Assigned a specific dish, each team has thirty minutes to
complete their dish and submit for judging. Watch as our panel of
noteworthy judges tastes each dish and declares a winner.
Out of the Box Lunch Contest
Anchor Packaging presents the Out of the Box Lunch
Contest LIVE! Tuesday on the Tradeshow floor! This exciting
competition will include live demonstrations by competitors
utilizing Anchor Packaging products. A three-judge panel will
select the winner of the $1000 prize whose creativity
is at the forefront, taking food design Out of the Box!

March 12-15 • Ernest N. Morial Convention Center • New Orleans
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Optional Events
Optional events and activities put learning into action. Add tickets to these
events to your registration to network with like-minded attendees in an
environment designed to showcase innovative ideas and features that can be
incorporated into your upcoming events.

Sunday

Wednesday

Network Reception

Included

Kick off the 2017 conference with a casual reception
in the Attendee Lounge! Join like-minded attendees in
this relaxed environment designed to help you create
connections with caterers and event professionals
from around the world. This event is included in all
registration packages.

Monday
Creole Luncheon Experience

$129

Monday Night Party

$169

Get a taste of New Orleans in this exciting Lunch
+ Learn-style event! You’ll enjoy a 5-course meal
showcasing the renowned cuisine of our host city while
learning about the history of creole and New Orleans.

We’re venturing out of the city for the annual Monday
night party! Join us at NOLA Motorsports for a night
you’ll never forget as the Catering Creations team
introduces fresh ideas in presentation, service,
entertainment, and much more while you revel in all
the catering and events industry has to offer.

*All prices are per person. Promo codes are not valid
on additional features.
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Tech Breakfast

$69

Industry Awards Celebration

$49

Rise and shine! Start your day bright and early with
an interactive discussion on the latest technologies
that can help you succeed in today’s marketplace.
Connect with others to exchange ideas, share favorite
apps and software, and brainstorm uses and tips for
navigating the ever-changing technology landscape.

Join us at the Catersource ACE and ICA CATIE Awards
celebration to recognize the best in catering and
events. Toast to the success of our industry as you
cheer on the winners of Best Plated Menu, Signature
Caterer, regional catering excellence, and many more!

ACE & Spotlight Awards—
Together, At Last!
Much like the joining of Catersource and
Event Solutions, the ACE and Spotlight
Awards are now happily coupled as well,
united into the new Achievement in Catering
& Events Awards (ACE)!
New rules and an easier application process
will allow companies to truly express their
quality of work and business aesthetic, as
well as highlight challenges and joys.
Entries close January 11. Visit catersource.
com for more information on contest rules
and enter your work today!

Learn more and register today at catersource.com or call 800.932.3632

Your Experience, Your Way
Multiple package options give you more ways to attend.
Register your team today!
The education and experiences you’ll enjoy at Catersource will help you
discover new business ideas, products, and services while making connections
to last a lifetime. With numerous package options available, you can tailor your
involvement to divide and conquer and meet all of your business needs. Special
pricing discounts also allow you to save money by registering early, so don’t
miss out on these extra savings!
Early Bird By
12/6/16
Catersource Connect:
Individual
4+ from same company

Conference & Tradeshow:

PACKAGE TYPE*

Individual
4+ from same company

After
1/20/17

$1075
975

$1175
1075

$1275
1175

$799
699

$899
799

$999
899

$699

$749

$799

$349

$399

$ 449

$349
599

$399
649

$449
699

$29
250

$39
250

$49
250

Art of Catering Food:

Individual

QSR & Drop Off Catering Deep Dive
Workshop:
Individual

Day Passes:
1 Day
2 Day

Tradeshow Only:

Individual
Non-Exhibiting Supplier

Optional
Event
Tickets*

Advanced By
1/20/17

ADDITIONAL FEATURES*

Before
3/15/17

Catersource Conference Session Recordings

$129

*All prices are per person. Discounts may be applied to the Catersource Connect,
Conference & Tradeshow, and Art of Catering Food packages. Discounts are not valid on optional event tickets and additional features.

Package Inclusions:
Catersource Connect Club Package Includes:
• Conference education
• Tradeshow floor access
• Catersource Connect Club lounge access
• Your choice of Sunday roundtable
• Ticket to the Monday night party
• Ticket to the Industry Awards Celebration on Wednesday
• Ticket to the Tech Breakfast on Wednesday
Conference & Tradeshow Package Includes:
• Catersource conference education
• Tradeshow access
• Optional event tickets available a la carte

Art of Catering Food Package Includes:
• Art of Catering Food education program:
designated session schedule with networking
opportunities in an intimate group setting
• Tradeshow floor access
• Tasting samples from most sessions
• Downloadable presentations and recipes
• Lunch provided on Monday
• Optional event tickets available a la carte*
* The Monday Creole Luncheon Experience is not available
to AOCF program attendees as it interferes with scheduled
education activities

*This package does not include access to Art of Catering Food
education sessions or activities.

VISIT CATERSOURCE.COM TO LEARN MORE ABOUT PACKAGE INCLUSIONS AND EVENT OPTIONS

March 12-15 • Ernest N. Morial Convention Center • New Orleans
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Learn more at catersource.com!

